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Abstract: Optical wireless power transmission (OWPT) is a technology that supplies energy remotely. Due to the great advantages of long transmission distances, high directionality, no electromagnetic interference noise, and loose safety regulations, light emitting diode (LED) based OWPT systems become appropriate candidates for powering various applications, especially for the Internet of things (IoT). In this paper, improved LED-OWPT systems are proposed based on a collimation scheme for optimizing the system dimension and output. In a single LED configuration, the system dimension is compressed by 46% while the high transmission efficiency is maintained. As for the LED-array system, the dimension is compressed by 56%, and the output is enhanced by 40%. In the experiment, a high electricity output of 532 mW is achieved at 1 m transmission distance. In addition, the effect of misalignment between LED and lens and the potential of long-distance transmission are clarified in the LED-array OWPT system.
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1. Introduction

Wireless power transmission (WPT) is an important trending technology and has become a highly active research area because of the possible convenience for daily lives. WPT is a technology to transmit energy remotely from a power source to an electrical load [1]. This not only possibly reduces or eliminates the need for cables and batteries, but also provides sufficiently large power for achieving high functionality [2]. Wireless power transfer technologies can be categorized by transmission area into far and near fields [3]. Near-field WPT refers to the propagation distance within the wavelength of the transmitter antenna. The main near-field mechanisms are categorized according to the type of coupling technique, such as resonant coupling, inductive coupling, and capacitive coupling. However, near-field WPT is limited to short transmission distances, such as contact range. Furthermore, large dimension configurations and accurate alignment are required for large power and high efficiency [4]. On the other hand, far-field WPT technology relies on electromagnetic radiation, such as microwaves and optical beams, to enable long-distance power transfer [3]. As for microwave WPT, due to the diffraction effect, a large-sized phased-array antenna is necessary for increasing the directivity and transmission efficiency. Besides, high power electromagnetic radiation also results in the critical issue of electromagnetic interference (EMI) to the target and surrounding devices [5].

Therefore, optical wireless power transmission (OWPT) is a possible and promising candidate among WPT technologies. OWPT is defined as energy that transmits as a lightwave and is converted into electricity by an optical receiver at a remote position [6]. Due to the characteristics of the light beam and the applied devices, OWPT is the only WPT technology with the advantages of long transmission distances, high directivity, and no EMI [7]. Even compared with microwave WPT, OWPT with small dimension modules can
maintain high efficiency over 100 m transmission distances due to the small diffraction effect [8].

OWPT can supply various applications, such as drones, electrical vehicles, and underwater robots. Recently, a collaboration of PowerLight technology and Ericsson company has demonstrated the world’s first 5G base station powered by OWPT [9]. Among all the applications, IoT is one of the most important targets, and more IoT terminals have been commercialized. Generally, most IoT terminals that require mini dimensions are difficult to integrate battery systems. Charging with a connector or replacing a battery is a heavy task. In addition, the energy supply method with cables for continuous operation is limited by the mobile situation and remote position. Fujikura Ltd. has developed a small-sized optic-electricity charging system based on the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) for powering IoT terminals, but such a configuration limited load functionalities due to its µW-class output power [10]. Therefore, OWPT systems greatly fit the requirements of supplying IoT devices with relatively high outputs, especially for powering numerous IoT devices at the same time.

In recent years, laser-based WPTs have become an active research field and grown significantly [11,12]. However, lasers as the power source can cause critical issues on safety. Laser products should obey strict usage regulations. According to the IEC60825-2021 laser products classes, most of the laser products should ensure eye safety and provide under 5 mW radiation power [13]. On the other hand, a light emitting diode (LED) with a narrow spectrum can be considered as a proper option [14]. Due to the limited output power of LEDs, transmission efficiency is the most important factor in obtaining the highest possible output from a limited size solar cell for various applications. Although LEDs have difficulty with efficient power transmission due to their wide-angle emission characteristics, energy-efficient optical power delivery links have been suggested for non-laser light sources, such as LEDs by the 3-D beamforming technique [15].

As for the recent progress of LED-OWPT, a single LED system has been demonstrated with 224 mW electricity output in 2019 [16]. An aspheric condenser lens was applied close to the light source for decreasing the divergence, and an imaging lens with 100 mm aperture was placed 102 mm away from the LED and focused the beam on a 17 × 17 mm² GaAs solar cell at 1 m transmission distance. The light source and lens system was integrated into a portable device with 116 × 116 × 132 mm³ dimensions; however, the distance between the light source and imaging lens was relatively long and enlarged the system dimension. In 2020, 380 mW electricity output was achieved at 1 m with a 3-LED array and a triple-layer lens system [17]. The first set of condenser lenses were still applied for converging the divergence beam from LEDs. After that, the beam was paralleled by the second set of condenser lenses and focused by a 110 mm aperture imaging lens. This system not only had a large dimension and complex structures, but also performed with low system efficiency.

In this paper, compact and high output LED-OWPT systems are proposed and optimized based on a collimation scheme as improved optical systems for IoT applications. A single LED collimation scheme shortens the length between the light source and lens system while maintaining a high system efficiency. A high output of 532 mW electricity at 1 m transmission distance is successfully demonstrated by a 3-LED-array module and a small-sized GaAs solar cell. In Section 2, the irradiation and LED performances are analyzed, and a compact single LED collimation scheme is designed. In Section 3, a high output LED-array OWPT system is also optimized. In Section 4, the displacement phenomenon of multiple irradiation spots and far distance transmission are discussed.

2. OWPT System Based on Single LED Collimation Scheme

In general, a basic OWPT system consists of three components: a light source, a lens system, and a light power receiver. The light source converts the input electricity into a lightwave and emits the optical power as the beam form. Due to the light diffraction properties, a lens system, composed of one or several lenses, is essential to improve the beam irradiation efficiency on the light receiver. The receiver is applied for converting the
optical power to electricity power, which is supplied to the applications and IoT terminals. In addition, several functions should be prepared in an OWPT system, such as optical wireless communication, safety system, and recognition system of the mobile receivers. However, these functions are also under investigation and not covered in this paper. In this section, the LED-OWPT system based on a single LED collimation scheme is designed to compress the system dimension. Furthermore, the output effect factors in the LED collimation scheme are analyzed in order to propose a high output LED-OWPT system.

2.1. Lens System Based on Collimation Scheme

In this research, the size and the transmission distance of the target receiver are assumed to be fixed as the basic version in the LED-OWPT system. In the LED-OWPT system, designing a lens system is the most significant process for adjusting the irradiation spot and the transmission distance. An evaluation factor of lens system efficiency $\eta$ is basically defined as:

$$\eta = \int \frac{I dS}{\Phi}$$

(1)

Here, $\eta$ is the lens system efficiency, $\Phi$ is the radiant flux of the LED with the unit of watt, and $I$ is the irradiance on the target with the unit of $\text{W}\cdot\text{m}^{-2}$. $dS$ is the differential area of irradiation spot with the unit of $\text{m}^2$ [18].

Even a high directional LED also possesses a divergence angle in contrast with a semiconductor laser [19]. Only one lens is difficult to constrain the divergence within a small angle. It causes beam leakage during propagation and decreases the power transmission efficiency. Therefore, a collimation scheme based on double lenses is proposed and shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Collimation scheme in a single LED OWPT system.](image)

The lens system consists of one collimation lens and one imaging lens. This lens system is simple because OWPT uses monochromatic light and does not require high-resolution imaging like photographs. An LED chip as a light source is placed at the front focal point of the collimation lens. Through this lens, the divergence beam from the LED is in alignment. By applying an imaging lens, this collimation beam can be focused on the light receiver at a remote position.

In the LED-OWPT system, the lens system is designed for adjusting the transmission distance and irradiation spot size on the fixed target. The analysis of transmission distance will be discussed in Section 4.2. As for the irradiation spot size, a horizontal magnification is introduced for evaluation in an optical system. The horizontal magnification $\beta$ is defined as the ratio of the image height to the object height. An optical path of a typical double lenses system in atmospheric media is shown in Figure 2.
In this figure, \( l \) and \( l' \) are the object distance and the imaging distance, respectively. \( f \) and \( f' \) are the front focal length and the back focal length of the lens. \( d \) is the distance between the two lenses, and the lens thickness is ignored. Subscript shows the lens number.

From the Gaussian formula [20],

\[
\frac{f'_1}{f_{1'}} + \frac{f_1}{l_1} = 1
\]

(2)

For Lens1, its horizontal magnification can be described by substituting \( l'_1 \)

\[
\beta_1 = \frac{l'_1}{l_1} = \frac{f'_1}{l_1 - f_1}
\]

(3)

For Lens2, the similar derivation is applied by substituting \( l'_1 \)

\[
\beta_2 = \frac{l'_2}{l_2} = \frac{-l'_2}{d - l'_1} = \frac{l'_2(l_1 - f_1)}{d(l_1 - f_1) - f'_1 l_1}
\]

(4)

The total horizontal magnification of a double lenses system can be expressed as:

\[
\beta = \beta_1 \beta_2 = \frac{l'_2 f'_1}{d(l_1 - f_1) - f'_1 l_1}
\]

(5)

In a collimation scheme, the focal length of the collimation lens \( f_1 \) is equal to the object distance \( l_1 \), so the horizontal magnification can be simplified as:

\[
\beta = \frac{l'_2}{f_1}
\]

(6)

here, \( l'_2 \) is the system image distance and \( f_1 \) is the front focal length of the collimation lens. From this formula, in the collimation scheme with the fixed image distance, the irradiation size is inversely proportional to the focal length of the collimation lens. From the viewpoint of the dimension limited applications, especially the IoT terminals, the areas of power receivers are required to be sufficiently small; therefore, a longer focal length of a collimation lens is necessary.

2.2. Selection of Light Source and Receiver

An LED with a sufficiently narrow spectrum can be roughly regarded as a monochromatic light source for OWPT [21]. A GaAs solar cell is considered as a high-performance and purchasable light receiver [22]. Due to 1.43 eV bandgap energy of GaAs, the suitable wavelengths to achieve high photon energy should be near-infrared from 800 nm to 870 nm [23]. This combination has been experimented with 41% photovoltaic conversion efficiency [16], and it is regarded as a relatively high result among the commercially available solar cells.
Applying a higher power LED is generally considered as a conventional method to increase the system output; however, with the dimension restricted light receiver, the irradiation result is opposite to this expectation. Regarding LED chips, the radiant flux, chip dimensions, wavelength, and divergence angle depend on different chip models. The radiant flux and chip dimensions are the most important effect factors related to the irradiation power and size. Several commercial LED chips of OSRAM Co. are listed as light source candidates with the wavelength of the near-infrared range [24–27]. A relatively small $17 \times 17 \text{mm}^2$ solar cell is assumed in this section. The LED parameters and the simulated irradiation performances via the collimation scheme are shown in Table 1. The numerical simulations are carried out by ZEMAX software. The device model parameters of lenses are prepared by the authors’ group.

Table 1. Commercial LED parameters and their simulated irradiation performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chip dimension (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>0.75 × 0.75</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
<td>1 × 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiant flux (W)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergence angle (°)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total irradiation (mW)</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface irradiation (mW)</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{1}$17 × 17 mm$^2$ size solar cell.

The total irradiation shown in the table is the entire light power on an infinity area at 1 m distance. Although the radiant flux of the LED SFH4703AS is 1.04 W and the smallest value among these chips, it performs the largest surface irradiation on the $17 \times 17 \text{mm}^2$ size solar cell. As a larger emission area of LED is the key to achieving a higher radiant due to saturation characteristics of the emission efficiency under high current density injection, it also leads to a larger irradiation spot. When the irradiation area exceeds the size limited receiver, it can cause the irradiation power loss and decrease the system output. In the LED assembly, the radiant flux of the LED is positively correlated to its chip area. Therefore, a small chip dimension LED with high radiant exitance is more appropriate for a small area receiver in the OWPT system.

On the other hand, the LED divergence angle also affects the irradiation result. In the collimation scheme and under the same lens aperture condition, a larger divergence LED enhances the beam leakage more critically. The numerical aperture (NA) requires the lens aperture to be smaller than its focal length. When the extremely large divergence light source, such as LED SHF4716AS, is applied at the front focal point of an NA = 1 lens, over $90^\circ$ radiant beams are not through the lens and not in collimation, these parts are the beam leakage and cause a decline in system efficiency. Thus, LED SFH4703AS with $0.75 \times 0.75 \text{mm}^2$ chip dimensions, 1.04 W radiant flux, and an $80^\circ$ divergence angle is selected as a proper light source.

2.3. Design of Single LED Collimation Scheme

From the above discussion, an OWPT system based on a single LED collimation scheme is proposed. A lens with 100 mm aperture diameter and 50 mm focal length is applied as the collimation lens. The other lens with 100 mm aperture diameter and 1000 mm focal length is used as an imaging lens. Normal glass convex lenses cannot be manufactured with such large NA; therefore, Fresnel lenses are chosen as the typical collimation lenses which fit the NA = 1 requirement [28]. In addition, due to the plastic material instead of the glass, a Fresnel lens is extremely advanced in its light weight and low thickness properties. As for the light source and receiver, a near-infrared LED (OSRAM SFH4703AS, 1.04 W, 810 nm, $80^\circ$) is applied at the front focal point of the collimation lens and a $17 \times 17 \text{mm}^2$ GaAs solar cell is configured at 1 m from the imaging lens. Due to the collimation beam after passing the collimation lens, the distance between the two lenses can be any value. From the viewpoint of the compact size and practical condition, the distance between the
two lenses is set as 5 mm. The simulation configuration and irradiation spot by ZEMAX software is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. (a) Simulation model of a Fresnel lens collimation system; (b) Simulated irradiation spot.](image)

As for the simulation result, the lens system efficiency is 74.5%. The irradiation spot size at 1 m is $25.4 \times 26.6 \text{ mm}^2$ and the surface irradiation on the $17 \times 17 \text{ mm}^2$ solar cell is 352 mW. In the former single LED scheme through double convergences, the light source set thickness from the LED to the imaging lens is 102 mm [16]. In the collimation scheme, the imaging lens can be extremely closed to the collimation lens, so the light source set thickness only depends on the collimation lens focal length. Therefore, the value is reduced from 102 mm to 55 mm and compressed by 46%. The collimation scheme can significantly reduce the dimensions of the light source set while maintaining a fairly high lens system efficiency.

3. LED-Array System for Increasing Output

As mentioned in Section 2.2, using a large radiation LED chip is not a proper method for increasing the output of the LED-OWPT system. The importance is to increase the output while retaining a small irradiation area. Therefore, a method of arraying LEDs based on a collimation scheme is investigated to improve the output performance. The configuration of an LED-array OWPT system is shown in Figure 4. Several LEDs are arranged to form the light source and are still applied at the front focal points of the collimation lenses. Since beams from all LEDs are parallelly emitted on the imaging lens, only one imaging lens can rearrange the intensity distribution [29]. Thus, the collimation scheme can overlap all irradiation spots from different LEDs. In theory, the spot size is the same as a single LED configuration. Furthermore, the total irradiation power is simply proportional to the number of applied LEDs.

![Figure 4. Collimation scheme in an LED-array OWPT system.](image)

3.1. Analysis of Irradiation Power in the Collimation Scheme

In the collimation scheme, a collimation lens with a longer focal length causes beam leakage more critically under the same lens aperture conditions. On the other hand, a shorter focal length increases the irradiation spot size and leads to power loss. Thus, the surface irradiation and the focal length of the collimation lens are in a tradeoff relationship. For exploring the optimal parameters of the collimation lens, the relationship between the receiver surface irradiation and focal lengths of collimation lenses is analyzed by the simulation. The number of LEDs is assumed to be three, and the same near-infrared
LEDs (OSRAM SFH4703AS) are arranged as an equilateral triangle shape with a 50 mm side length. The aperture and focal length of one imaging lens remains as 110 mm and 1000 mm, and the transmission distance is equal to the imaging lens focal length. In the optical simulation, the LED model document is provided by the simulation library of the company OSRAM. The focal length, aperture, and placement of each lens are inserted in the non-sequential mode. Three collimation lenses’ aperture diameters are maintained as 50 mm, and their focal lengths are changed from 25 mm to 50 mm. The surface irradiation results on variable receiver areas are organized and shown in Figure 5.

![Simulated irradiation power at 1 m with different focal lengths of collimation lenses.](image)

In Figure 5, the horizontal axis is the side length of the irradiation spot. Each curve shows rise and then saturated tendency. It indicates that the surface irradiation is boosted with the increment of receiver size. When the solar cell area is larger than irradiation spot, the surface irradiation is optimal and not increased anymore. The spot sizes and the total irradiation powers are shown in Table 2. Total irradiations in the table correspond to the saturated irradiation power in Figure 5. Among all the curves, while increasing the focal length of the collimation lens, the surface irradiation power at the saturated condition is decreased. Although f = 50 mm collimation lens has the smallest irradiation spot and the optimal irradiation when the side length of the solar cell is less than 25 mm, its surface irradiation power is limited under 1.2 W. When the side length of the light receiver is less than 50 mm, f = 30 mm collimation lens is the best candidate. However, for obtaining the largest output, f = 25 mm performs the largest surface irradiation power when the solar cell area is larger than 50 \times 50 \text{mm}^2. Thus, in the following discussion, collimation lenses (d = 50 mm, f = 25 mm) are considered for composing the high-performance LED-OWPT system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal Length (mm)</th>
<th>Total Irradiations (W)</th>
<th>Spot Size (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>51 \times 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>46 \times 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>39 \times 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>31 \times 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>28 \times 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>27 \times 28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) 80 \times 80 \text{mm}^2 area.

3.2. Design of High Output LED-OWPT System

In the former report, a 3-LED-array OWPT system was experimented with a 380 mW electricity output at 1 m transmission distance [17]. To improve the electricity output of the LED-OWPT system, a novel lens system is designed based on the above discussion. The light source is composed of three same LEDs (OSRAM SFH4703AS), three collimation
lenses (50 mm diameter, 25 mm focal length), and one imaging lens (110 mm diameter, 1000 mm focal length) to form the lens system. All lenses use Fresnel lenses, and each LED is applied at the front focal point of the collimation lens, respectively. The simulated configuration by ZEMAX software and the irradiation spot at 1 m are shown in Figure 6. Based on Figure 5, the surface irradiation performance on the former 17 × 17 mm² area is under a 0.7 W level and relatively small. In this design, a 50 × 50 mm² GaAs solar cell as the receiver is applied at a 1 m distance from the imaging lens. With a 50 × 50 mm² area receiver, the surface irradiation of the selected lenses combination achieves a 2 W class and is closed to saturation. This 50 × 50 mm² area is also regarded as a small dimension and acceptable for most high-power required IoT terminals.

![Image](https://example.com/image1)

**Figure 6.** Simulation of the improved LED-OWPT system: (a) view from LED chip, (b) view from the side; and (c) irradiation spot at 1 m.

From the simulation shown in Figure 6c, the irradiation spot size is 51 × 55 mm². The result and comparison with the former system are shown in Table 3. Compared with the former 3-LED-array system, which used glass convex lenses [17], the lens efficiency of the proposed system is increased to 63%. The lenses weight is abundantly decreased by 84% from 438 g to 72 g. The light source set distance can be compressed to 35 mm and is decreased by 56% from the former system. Both parameters show that the optimized system has great improvement on portability and small dimensions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens System Efficiency</th>
<th>Lenses Weight (g)</th>
<th>Lens Set Distance (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former system [17]</td>
<td>57.2 ± 2%</td>
<td>438 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved system</td>
<td>63.2 ± 2%</td>
<td>72 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Experimental Setup and Measured Results

Figure 7 shows the experimental setup and lens combination for a high output LED array system. The basic experimental setup was the same as designed. Three same LEDs (OSRAM, SFH4703AS) with a series circuit were assembled on a heat sink. Three Fresnel lenses (NTKJ, CF25) were applied as collimation lenses. One Fresnel lens (NTKJ, CF1000) was used as an imaging lens. To obtain a 1 W light output from each LED, the applied voltage and current of the LED-array were 10.6 V and 1.0 A. The 5-series connected GaAs solar cell (Advanced Technology Institute, LLC, Virginia Beach, VA, USA) was applied as the light receiver at 1 m after the imaging lens. In the experiment, up to 532.4 mW electricity output was achieved. The optimal operating voltage and current were 4.7 V and 114.6 mA, respectively. All the results were measured by an output monitor (ADCMT, 6243 DC monitor).
The irradiation spot in the experiment was observed by an infrared viewer (Electrophysics, ElectroViewer7215). Figure 8 shows the experimental irradiation spot with 70 × 63 mm². This irradiation size was larger than the designed size and the reason is discussed in Section 4.1. Currently, a 50 × 50 mm² GaAs solar cell, which is the ideal size in the simulation, is difficult to purchase and was not commercially available. The 5-series connected GaAs solar cell had a size of 50 × 85 mm². Since partial irradiation on a series-connected solar cell module significantly reduces the conversion efficiency [30], rotating the solar cell to obtain an appropriate size receiver is one of the possible solutions in a tentative experiment. Therefore, the 5-series GaAs solar cell was rotated at a 40° angle in the vertical direction. With the 40° slanted solar cell, the vertical projection area was 50 × 65 mm², and the irradiation spot was slightly larger than the solar cell size.

The detailed results are shown in Table 4 compared with the former reported triple-layer lenses system [17]. As for the experimental result, the irradiation power on the solar cell of the improved system was 1.5 times. The electricity output was vastly boosted by 40% as well. Under the same condition of a 50 × 65 mm² irradiation area, 532 mW electricity output of this LED-OWPT system was approached to the power under sunlight of AM1.5G (1 kW/m²) with 18% conversion efficiency [31]. In addition, as for the commercial DSSC-based IoT power supply production (FDSC-FSC5FGC, Fujikura Co., Tokyo, Japan), its 8 h of irradiation under a household LED 200 Lx condition was the same as 5 s of irradiation of this proposed LED-OWPT system [10]. Therefore, the achieved high output power of the proposed system was possibly to supply various IoT terminals.

### Table 4. Simulation (sim.) and experimental results (exp.) of the former and improved systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lens System Efficiency</th>
<th>Irradiation Size (mm²)</th>
<th>Irradiation on Solar Cell (mW)</th>
<th>Electricity Output (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Former system [17]</td>
<td>Sim. 57.2%</td>
<td>38 × 41</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 30.8%</td>
<td>35 × 54</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved system</td>
<td>Sim. 63.2%</td>
<td>51 × 55</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 47.1%</td>
<td>63 × 70</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion of Experimental Results

4.1. Displacement in LED-Array System

As the statement in Section 2.2, the theoretical irradiation spot should be overlapped as a $51 \times 55$ mm$^2$ dimension. In the experiment, however, the irradiation size was larger than the simulation result. This was caused by the lens position deviation from the LED position. As shown in Figure 9a, if each lens position has an intentional 1 mm deviation from the center of the LED position, each irradiation spot will have a $40 \pm 10$ mm position deviation, and the irradiation spots of each LED will be separated. Such a displacement phenomenon enlarges the irradiation area and disperses the irradiation power.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** (a) Displacement by lens position deviation in the experiment (grid board scale: 10 mm); (b) simulation of each lens position with a 1 mm deviation.

This displacement phenomenon is more apparent for the collimation lens with a short focal length. In the verification, the central place of a collimation lens deviated from 0.1 mm to 1.2 mm. Two sets of collimation lens focal lengths were applied in the simulation; the coordinate value differences of the irradiation spot are the displacement results and shown in Figure 10. In the LED-array collimation scheme, a 0.1 mm lens position deviation of an $f = 25$ mm collimation lens could cause a 4 mm displacement on the final irradiation. Contrastively, the same 0.1 mm deviation of an $f = 50$ mm collimation lens could cause a 2 mm displacement.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10.** Displacement of irradiation place caused by lens deviation.

4.2. Possibility Discussion of Longer Distance Transmission

In this paper, a system was designed to obtain optimal power at a 1 m transmission distance with an $f = 1$ mm imaging lens. With a fixed focal length of the imaging lens, a tolerance range to the different target distance was proved with a small performance deterioration [32]. On the other hand, applying different focal lengths of the imaging lens was another viable option for different transmission distances. In the case of the collimation scheme, only replacing the imaging lens with a longer focal length lens could realize the long-distance transmission. The difference between fixed and variable focal lengths of imaging lenses for longer transmission distance was explored. In a 3-LED-
array configuration, three collimation lenses (d = 50 mm, f = 25 mm), an imaging lens (d = 110 mm), and a 50 × 50 mm² solar cell were applied. The comparison results are shown in Figure 11. The blue curve with round markers shows the normalized surface irradiation by a fixed f = 1 m imaging lens. The orange curve with triangle markers shows the performance of the imaging lens f = transmission distance condition.

![Figure 11. Longer distance transmission performance with a 50 × 50 mm² size solar cell.](image)

In Figure 11, because the irradiation spot becomes larger than the solar cell area, in the case of longer transmission distance, even with the imaging lens focal length correspondingly equal to the transmission distance, there is still a large attenuation of surface irradiation. The simulated irradiation spots at a 2 m distance are shown in Figure 12a, b for focal lengths of 1 m and 2 m, respectively. Due to the fixed f = 1 m imaging lens, Figure 12a shows an unfocused status, and its area is roughly 1.4 times larger than the focused status in Figure 12b. The relationship between transmission distance and the side length of irradiation spot is shown in Figure 12c. From a 1 m to 3 m transmission distance, the irradiation area enhanced 22 times with a fixed f = 1 m imaging lens and 9 times with the corresponding focal length of the imaging lens. Both methods caused critical power loss and were not possible to supply power by a 50 × 50 mm² solar cell. In order to realize the high level of output, the receiver size should be extended when the transmission distance is over 1.5 m. For example, by applying a 100 × 100 mm² solar cell, a 1.55 W surface irradiation will be achieved with a fixed f = 1 m imaging lens at 2 m, and 0.72 W will be obtained at 3 m.

![Figure 12. Simulated irradiation spot in long-distance transmission: (a) f = 1 m imaging lens at 2 m; (b) f = 2 m imaging lens at 2 m; (c) simulated irradiation spot side length with fixed and corresponding focal length of imaging lens. Side length is measured from the range where the light intensity is 20% or more of the peak intensity.](image)
decreasing the beam leakage. In this research, the imaging lens diameter was a 100 mm level. As for the zoom lens, a laser-based OWPT system has been demonstrated with a liquid lens for controlling the transmission distance by electric intensity without changing the lens position [33]. However, currently, a liquid lens is difficult to manufacture as a 100 mm level aperture [34], so applying the liquid lens is inapposite for a high-performance LED-OWPT system based on a collimation scheme.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the improved LED-OWPT systems were designed with a small dimension and high output; novel lens combinations were proposed based on a collimation scheme. The system imaging distance and focal length of the collimation lens were analyzed as the effect factors of irradiation size in the collimation scheme. It is also provided that the performance of a higher radiant flux LED is not always apparent, especially for a small-sized receiver. Due to the large divergence of LED light source, the NA = 1 collimation lens can achieve the optimal output against the beam leakage. As a result, the system dimensions based on the collimation scheme can be compressed by around 50% while maintaining a high lens system efficiency. In the experiment of the improved LED-array system, 532 mW electricity power was achieved at a 1 m transmission distance. In addition, the displacement phenomenon and the possibility of long-distance transmission were analyzed in the improved LED-array OWPT. The displacement phenomenon of the irradiation spot was more critical to the shorter focal length collimation lens system; a 1 mm lens deviation of f = 25 mm collimation lens caused a 40 mm displacement. In the case of long-distance transmission, whether the imaging lens focal length is 1 m or longer, the enhanced irradiation area caused power loss on a $50 \times 50 \text{mm}^2$ solar cell. The receiver area should be extended to achieve the same high-level output. As a result of this research, a safe, compact, highly efficient, and high-power LED-based OWPT configuration has been clarified. This result is operative for realizing wireless power transmission of several hundred mW class applications, such as IoT terminals.
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